BIO DATA: PPOST FOR WHICH NOMITATED Treasurer

1. Name Manans Ranjan Pattnaik

2. CSI Membership No 11501055
3. Membership Type Life/Annual/Institutional Life
4. CSI Membership Since 2014
5. E-mail Address manas@anthemgt.com
6. Date of Birth (Age) 06th April 1960
7. Postal Address Plot No. N-24,25 Chandaka Industrial Estate, Patia, KIIT, Bhubaneswar
8. Phone / Mobile / Fax Nos. 7873099999
9. Educational Qualifications MS Computer Science
11. Contribution to the IT profession Setup 45 nos of Technology park India and Stech park outside the country. One of the first IT Professional of the country, tried some IT activity in Banking Sector and Educational Institute
12. Contribution made to CSI Under the Chairmanship some 10 No’s of seminars and meetings have been Organized
13. Experience- Relevant to the position nominated for I was a member of NASSCOM, Executive Member, Odisha Vigyan bhavan and member UPE.USA
14. Honours / Professional Recognition Received award from president of Ivoire Cost. Also pioneer in publishing article in International Magazine
15. Other Relevant Information
16. In case of Nominees who are holding or have held an Elected post in CSI Exec com or NC in the last 3 years
   a. Positions held No
   b. Statements of Intent submitted for the above positions No
   c. Results achieved /action taken No

Attach photograph letter/Email of Nominee, letter / Email of Proposer 1 and Letter Email of Proposer 2

Signature of Nominee: 
Date:
STATEMENT OF INTENT

Statements of Intent submitted for the above positions: Strengthen CSI, both as a vibrant, democratic, membership oriented society and as well as a technical provider. By utilizing my experience as an IT Entrepreneur will try to motivate youth to participate in the activities of CSI and will try to promote the brand ‘CSI’. Will organize different course modules at chapter level and will make more vibrant CSI at Chapter level, Student Branches and will try to deliver best services to our stake holders at large.

The year 2017-18 is expected to be celebrated with increased activities by expanding the membership base in geometrical progression in order to carry forward and respect the objectives of CSI. Especially, there is an immediate need to reach out to the unrepresented geographical areas and sections of Indian society and make them an integral part of CSI following inclusive development spirit.

The services from the CSI Secretariat and Education Directorate are to be improved qualitatively for serving the members with state of art professional touch.

Past Glory of CSI with the renewed energies and vision should reach each professional in the country in order to share the experiences and best practices of Computing, IT and allied domains, to enable the Country as a whole to improve the quality of life. Multi-lingual documentation needs to be encouraged.

Excellent communication needs to be established between CSI and its stakeholders including sectors such as Business, Industry, Government, Academia, Research and Consultancy. The above needs deployment of state of the art IT systems at CSI Secretariat, Education Directorate and Chapters across India.

The Financial Management needs to be Improved to enhance the efficiency of the management of CSI.

As Treasurer of CSI, I would extend my services on fulfilling the above while carrying out my duties as per the CSI Constitution and bye-laws.

With Regards and Respects

Manas Pattnaik